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Susan Ingram and Kris Inwood*

Property Ownership by Married
Women in Victorian Ontario'

This paper reports patterns of property holding by women and men in late
nineteenth-century Ontario. We focus on the town of Guelph immediately before
and after legislation in 1872 and 1884 which permitted married women to hold
property in their own name. The female-held share of all property and the female
share of all owners in the town increased sharply. The gains were made by
married women, and even more strongly by single women and widows. However,
there was little or no shift of property in nearby rural townships. We argue that an
induced change in inheritance practice amplified the direct effect of the legislation
on married women and led to increased property holding by single and widowed
women in urban areas. Patterns of property holding were influenced by other
factors, including some which created pressure for the legislation, but the change
in legislation itself contributed to the shift in the gender distribution of property.
Cet article analyse les tendances caractdrisant la rdpartition selon le sexe des
propri6t~s foncieres en Ontario vers la fin du XlXe siecle. II se penche en
particulier sur la situation dans la ville de Guelph imm6diatement avant et apres
deux changements successifs apportes j la 1dgislation, en 1872 et en 1884
respectivement, permettant aux femmes mariees de d~tenir des biens fonciers
en leur propre nom. La proportion des propri6t6s d6tenues par des femmes de
m6me que la repr6sentation des femmes parmi les propridtaires fonciers de la
ville ont augment6 en fl~che. Les femmes seules et les veuves ont enregistr6 des
hausses encore plus importantes que les femmes marides. Cependant, on a
constat6 tres peu si ce n'est aucun changement dans les collectivit6s rurales
avoisinantes. Nous croyons que le changement induit dans les pratiques
successorates a amplifid I'effet direct de (a Idgislation sur les temmes mariees et
entrain6 une hausse de la repr6sentation des femmes seules et des veuves
parmilespropri6taires fonciers dans les zones urbaines. L'evolution des tendances
a certes 6t6 influenc6e par d'autres facteurs, y compris ceux-la m~me qui ont
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militd en faveurdes changements l6gislatifs. Cependant, cesontles changements
16gislatifs proprement dits qui ont contribud j une nouvelle dmergence des
femmes dans le giron des propridtaires fonciers.
Introduction
I. Married Women's PropertyLegislation in Ontario
II. Sources and Methodology
III. The Changing Pattern of Property Holding by Women and Men in
Guelph
IV. Who Owned Propertyin Guelph and Why?
V. The Importance of Married Women's PropertyLegislation
Introduction
Until the middle decades of the last century a woman who married in
Great Britain or one of its overseas settlements lost the legal right to own
property and engage in contracts in her own name.2 Married women did
engage in business but the nature of their activity was necessarily
influenced by these legal restrictions. During the nineteenth century,
however, many jurisdictions reduced or removed the restrictions on
property ownership. The nature and timing of the shift varied a great deal
but almost everywhere in the Anglo-American world married women
acquired the right in their own name to use, manage, enjoy the profits
from, sell and will property.
A great deal has been written about the genesis and nature of the
change, but its impact remains controversial. One interpretation
emphasizes how little was accomplished because judicial interpretations
were narrow, earnings were excluded from the property controlled by a
married woman, ownership remained outside the reach of many families
and in many jurisdictions dower rights were eroded just as married

2. L. Holcombe, Wives and Property: Reform of the Married Women's Property Law in
Nineteenth Century England (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983); M. Salmon,
Women and the Law of Propertyin Early America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1986).
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women's property legislation (MWPL) was being introduced.3 An
alternate view is that the right to hold property was a significant gain and
that substantial numbers of women were able to acquire property as a
result of MWPL. This view leads to the observation that MWPL was "the
most substantial change in women's legal status in 700 years of common
law. 4 "

Our assessment of the impact and significance of MWPL turns in large
part on the evidence of how many women held property before and after
its introduction. Only a handful of studies provide useful evidence.
Carole Shammas demonstrates that the female share of all probated
decedents in a variety of American states increased from low levels
around 1800 to more than a third between 1880 and 1900.' Zorina Khan
finds corroborating evidence in U.S. patent records which show an
increase in patent registration by women in various states following the
introduction of MWPL. 6 The available evidence is beginning to suggest
that MWPL led to a substantial redistribution of property rights by sex in
the United States.
The experience of other countries, however, remains largely unknown.
It would be useful, for example, to examine societies which accumulated
less wealth than did the nineteenth-century U.S. since redistribution is
always more difficult when resources are expanding more slowly. In this
paper we report and consider evidence about property ownership by
women before and after the introduction of MWPL into Ontario, Canada's
largest province. Economic growth in late nineteenth-century Canada
was respectable by international standards but noticeably slower than in
the United States.7 Another difference is that married women's property

3. It is also argued that some married women had no interest in holding their own property.
See N. Basch, In the Eyes ofthe Law: MarriedWomen's PropertyRights in Nineteenth-Century
New York (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1982); A.R. Buck, "'A Blot on the Certificate':
Dower and Women's Property Rights in Colonial New South Wales" (1987) 4 Aust. J. of Law
& Society 87; R. Chused, "Married Women's Property Law: 1800-1850" (1983)71 Georgetown
L. J. 1359; P. Girard & R. Veinott, "Married Women's Property Law in Nova Scotia, 18501910" in J.Guildford & S. Morton, eds., Separate Spheres: Women's Worlds in the 19thCenturyMaritimes (Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 1994); E. Warbasse, The ChangingLegal
Rights ofMarriedWomen, 1800-1861 (New York: Garland, 1987); S.Ziegler, "Wifely Duties:
Marriage, Labor, and the Common Law in Nineteenth-Century America" (1996) 20 Social Sci.
Hist. 63.
4. C. Shammas, "Re-assessing the Married Women's Property Acts" (1994) 6 J. Women's
Hist. 9; "Early American Women and Control over Capital" in R. Hoffman & P. Albert, eds.,
Women in the Age of the American Revolution (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1989).
5. Shammas, ibid.
6.
B.Z. Khan, "Married Women's Property Laws and Female Commercial Activity:
Evidence from the United States Patent Records, 1790-1895" (1996) 56 J. Econ. Hist. 356.
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reform arrived in Canada at least a generation later than in the eastern
states (although the timing of the legislation differed among the Canadian
provinces just as it did among Americans states).' Countries such as
Canada that were slower to adopt MWPL may have seen a smaller impact
in patterns of property holding precisely because the pressures for change
were more muted. And of course MWPL may have had a different impact
in other countries because legal traditions differed from those of the
United States.
I. Married Women's PropertyLegislation in Ontario
The reforms came first to the United States. Most eastern states introduced
some form of property ownership for married women before 1860.
Legislation permitting women greater control of earnings and sole trader
status tended to follow in the postbellum decades, although the pattern
varied by state.9 In Britain, the debate about property rights prompted
more than twenty Parliamentary bills beginning in the 1850s. Useful
change waited until 1870 and, much more significantly, 1882.10 Ontario
followed the British lead in 1872 and 1884, while Nova Scotia delayed
further until 1884 and 1898.11 Civil law in Quebec followed a different
and more complex pattern. Marriage contracts of the early nineteenth
century increasingly established separate property for married women of
the colonial period, although the elimination of dower rights had the
contrary effect of removing one source of property rights for women. 12

7. M.C. Urquhart, "New Estimates of Gross National Product, Canada, 1870-1926: Some
Implications for Canadian Development" in S. Engerman & R. Gallman, eds., Long-Term
Factorsin American Economic Growth (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986) 9. The
national contrast is clear whether we examine population, the overall volume of economic
activity or per capita income.
8. C.B. Backhouse, "Married Women's Property Law in Nineteenth-Century Canada" (1988)
6 Law & Hist. Rev. 211; L. Chambers, MarriedWomen andPropertyLaw in VictorianOntario
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997).
9. Khan, supra note 6; Shammas, supra note 4. In Louisiana and a number of western states
the reform took the form of a community property regime rather than separate property for
married women.
10. Holcombe, supra note 2 at c. 8-9. 1870 and 1882 were the critical dates for England;
parallel changes for Scotland were passed in 1877 and 1881.
11. Our understanding of legal change in Ontario relies heavily on Backhouse, supra note 8
and Chambers, supra note 8. On Nova Scotia, see P. Girard, "Married Women's Property,
Chancery Abolition, and Insolvency Law Reform in Nova Scotia, 1820-1867" in P. Girard &
J. Phillips, eds., Essays in the History of Canadian Law, Vol. III, Nova Scotia (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1990) 80; and Girard & Veinott, supra note 3.
12. B. Bradbury et al., "Property and Marriage: The Law and the Practice in Early NineteenthCentury Montreal" (1993) 26 Hist. sociale-Social Hist. 9; A.L. Prentice et al., Canadian
Women: A History, 2d ed. (Toronto: Harcourt, Brace, 1996) at 43 & 89.
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In Ontario as in other common lawjurisdictions MWPL was anticipated
by the marriage settlement which already was available, at least in
principle, to women who brought property into a marriage.13 Such
agreements provided a way for a husband to agree that his wife's property
would be administered as a separate estate by a trustee. The separate
estate permitted women to protect their property and, in jurisdictions
which developed a flexible approach to estate administration, to control it.
Admittedly, the separate estate did not provide the essential feature of
MWPL, which was the right of a wife, in her own person and on her own
volition, to hold property and to enter into contracts implicating the
property in some way. As a practical measure, moreover, the separate
estate was of limited value to most American women, judging by the
scarcity of its use.14 In Ontario, the separate estate was not even possible
before the creation of a Court of Chancery in 1837. Thereafter, the option
was available, although little used, as elsewhere in North America. 5
Even in Quebec, a small and diminishing proportion of marriages
adopted settlements. 6
It is argued that women in Ontario were reluctant to establish a separate
estate because it required permission of the husband, because of the
estate's financial cost and because the owner lost all control over property
put in trust. 17 Relatively conservative rules for estate management in
Ontario heightened the cost and limited the potential for informal control
by the owner. Some women may have found ways to obtain an informal
influence over their properties in trust, of course, but no examples have
come to light. After being put in trust, property could be reclaimed only
in the event of family dissolution. The legal process needed to reclaim a
property was onerous, as is illustrated by the experience of a Brantford
woman who put her inherited property into trust prior to marriage in
1850.18 Subsequently the property came to be regarded as part of her
husband's holdings. Following separation from her husband in 1869, the
woman tried to sell the land but was unable to do so until the Ontario
Legislature passed a special act in 1874.

13. Chambers, supra note 8 at c. 3; Holcombe, supra note 2 at c. 2-3.
14. Shammas, supra note 4.
15. Chambers, supranote 8 at c.4; Girard & Veinott, supra note 3 at 72-3; P. Ward, Courtship,
Love and Marriage in Nineteenth-Century English Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1990) at 42-6.
16. Bradbury et al., supra note 12.
17. Chambers, supra note 8 at c.4.
18. Ibid. at c. 3. The example is reported by K. Burley, A ParticularCondition of Life
(Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1994) at 149.
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Given the limitations of the separate estate, it is ironic that the first step
toward an effective MWPL in Ontario was legislation in 1859 to
universalize the principle of the separate estate. Henceforth all inherited
and gifted property brought to new marriages would be regarded as a
separate estate of the wife. The change was less satisfactory than might
appear at first glance, however, since authority for the separate estate was
vested in the husband. A married woman still could not sell or mortgage
the property, and she had no right to possess the earnings from it. Indeed,
rental income and other personal property remained outside the separate
estate, and subject to disposal by the husband at his discretion.
Husbands did not possess the unilateral right to dispose of real property
for which they were responsible in the separate estate. In Ontario, the wife
was required to confirm her consent at a separate examination before a
magistrate, in order to ensure that there was no coercion. The practical
import of this precaution is unclear, however, since the withholding of
consent might have been difficult given the husband's greater power
within the marriage. Indeed, if consent was withheld, the husband might
still sell the property with little penalty. In at least one case, the court
refused to reverse an invalid (that is, without consent) disposal of the
wife's separate property as long as the husband remained alive. 9 There
seems little reason to differ with the assessment of Backhouse and
Chambers that MWPL had not yet arrived in Ontario, at least not in any
meaningful sense.20
The next generation of Ontario women saw more substantial changes.
Legislation in 1872 and 1873 recognized the authority of married women
to dispose of their own personal property (money and chattels) and
broadened the statutory separate estate to include earnings. These changes
were especially important for urban women who were more likely to
engage in business apart from their husbands and for all women who
2
lacked access to real property. '
The stark legal contrast between real and personal property should not
distract us from their close connection in economic terms. Chattels,
earnings and financial savings were important in their own right, and as
a means with which to purchase real property. Hence the inclusion of
personal property in the separate estate permitted the retention by married
women of the means to purchase real property in their own names.

19. Chambers, supra note 8 at c. 2-3.
20. Backhouse, supra note 8; Chambers, supra note 8.
21. Ziegler, supra note 3.
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After 1872 married women could hold earnings from their property in
a separate estate, but they remained unable to dispose of the property or
enter contracts implicating the property in some fashion. This rather
serious limitation survived until 1884 when new legislation transferred
executive authority for the separate estate from husband to wife and
removed most restrictions on her use and disposal of the property. The
legislation of 1884 clearly marks the arrival of an effective MWPL in
Ontario.
Without detracting from the significance of the 1884 Ontario legislation,
it is important to recognize that the prospect of property ownership for
many married women in the province, and in other provinces which
enacted MWPL, had not changed. Many women could not hope to inherit
a separate estate because their parents and husbands were not of the
propertied classes. Even if a married woman had her own property, its
separate status was put at risk if it was intermingled with that of the
family, an outcome which in many cases would have been difficult to
avoid.22 More importantly, the fundamental legal conception of the
Canadian family had not changed. In normal circumstances a wife still
had no control over family property regardless of her own contributions
to the family enterprise. Even setting aside the legal constraints, most
wives continued to experience inferior opportunities for education,
income generation, wealth accumulation and, by implication, the.
acquisition of property. This is not to say that Canadian women could not
or did not engage in business, Indeed the available studies suggest that
they did so with some success. 23 Nevertheless, their business activities
continued to be hampered in ways that did not afflict men.
These considerations motivate a certain scepticism about the practical
import of MWPL. As important as it was in a symbolic fashion for the
evolution of women's rights, the legislation might still have had little
effect on the pattern of property holding and on the everyday lives of
ordinary women. The suggestion here is that pervasive gender inequality
in power, social status and labour market opportunities could have
inhibited accumulation by women and permitted their husbands to
maintain control of property even in the absence of a legal right to do so.

22. Chamlbers, supra note g at c.1W.
23. P. Baskerville, "'She Has Already Hinted at Board': Enterprising Urban Women in
British Columbia, 1863-1896" (1993) 26 Hist. sociale-Social Hist. 205, and "Women and
Investment in Late-Nineteenth-Century Urban Canada: Victoria and Hamilton, 1880-1901"
(1999)80 Can. Hist. Rev. 191; B. Bradbury, "Surviving as a Widow in 19th-Century Montreal"
(1989) 17 Urb. Hist. Rev. 148; B. Young, "Getting around Legal Incapacity: The Legal Status
of Married Women in Trade in Mid-Nineteenth Century Lower Canada" (1989) 1 Canadian
Papers in Business History 1.
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The practical importance of legal innovation is clearly diminished if
patterns of property holding did not change, for whatever reason.
On the other hand, if MWPL did make a difference, its effects would
be visible in the propensity of women to hold property, especially those
women who entered marriage following the legislation. The holdings of
single women and widows might also change, insofar as widows and
daughters were more likely to inherit property if MWPL would ensure
their continued control. The argument, following Shammas, is that men
would be more likely to leave property to wives and daughters who had
the legal authority to retain control of it in the event of (re)marriage.24 In
the next section we examine a variety of methodological and source
issues. This leads to an examination of various indicators of property
holding-and, then, an analysis of linked census and assessment micro data
for 1871 and 1891, the two census years that fall immediately before and
shortly after the crucial legislative changes of 1872-73 and 1884.
II. Sources and Methodology
We assess the impact of the legislation by examining if patterns of
property holding after the introduction of MWPL differed significantly
from those visible before the legislation. There are two notable
complications. One problem is that the legislation was not binding on
couples who entered marriage before MWPL. Consequently, the effect of
the legislation, even if large, would not become fully and immediately
2
visible in any body of evidence that includes all married couples. 1
Any tendency for property holding by Ontario women to change for
reasons unconnected with the legislation also would have obscured the
law's impact. In Ontario, men typically were the initial recipients of land
alienated by the Crown (or by companies chartered by the Crown). Some
diversification by sex, however, was a likely result of inheritance by
widows and children. Even if fathers and husbands tended to discriminate
against the women in their families (and not all of them did so), the
widow's right to dower ensured that some women would acquire the use
of property during their lifetimes. In each generation some women would
acquire property although, equally, many women would lose their
property through marriage.

24. Shammas, supra note 4.
25. Unfortunately, vital records registration in Ontario was not sufficiently comprehensive
and their indexing today is not sufficiently useful to permit an easy identification of marriage
dates. See G. Emery, Factsof Life: The Social Constructionof Vital Statistics, Ontario, 18691952 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993).
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The balance between acquisition and loss by women in each new
generation is difficult to predict. Nevertheless, a net gain, and therefore
a cumulative trend over the generations that favoured women, is possible
for several reasons. Urbanization and the declining relative importance of
farm property meant that more and more women lived on property that
was unconnected with the male-dominated business of farming. A
business motivation to leave the family farm in male hands undoubtedly
remained strong, but it was of diminishing importance overall simply
because the farm share of the population was shrinking. The likelihood
of women inheriting property was further enhanced by the long term
process of fertility decline, since the reduction in family size implies a
larger proportion of fathers with daughters and no sons.26 Geddes and
Lueck argue that a long-term trend increase in the importance of human
capital favoured a more independent status for women, including property
2
ownership, because human capital investment was costly to monitor. 1
Finally, we should not underestimate the potential impetus for change
because women and men in Ontario were aware of the gains being made
by women elsewhere. 8
Although Ontario women may have been gaining a larger share of
property even before the advent of MWPL, the available evidence on this
point is remarkably thin. Two studies of will-making in rural Ontario
suggest no improvement and perhaps even a dimunition of the female
share of property during the nineteenth century.29 In contrast, more
detailed studies of other jurisdictions suggest a clear pattern of long-run
change favouring women.30 Even if something similar may have been
happening in Ontario, then evidence of a shift in property after MWPL
would not in itself be sufficient evidence of the legislation's efficacy.
26. We are grateful to Marvin McInnis for making this observation.
27. R. Geddes & D. Lueck, "The Gains from Self-Ownership and the Expansion of Women's
Rights," forthcoming in 2000 Am. Econ. Rev.
28. The local newspaper provides evidence that the debates had reached Guelph: Guelph
Evening Mercury (10 February 1873), cited by D.N. Chambers, "Two Steps Forward or One
Step Back? The Impact of Industrialization on Community and Family in a Small Industrial
City" (PhD Dissertation, University of Guelph 1988) at 271. As early as the 1850s Ontario
women petitioned for property rights similar to those achieved in other jurisdictions; see
Prentice, supranote 12 at 194-5. The importance to Canada of debates elsewhere is also argued
by Bradbury, supranote 12; Chambers, supra note 8 at c.8; and Girard & Veinott, supra note 3.
29. M. Cohen, Women's Work, Markets and Economic Development in Nineteenth-Century
Ontario (Kingston: University of Toronto Press, 1988) at 159-162 and B. Elliott, Irish
Migrants in the Canadas(Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1988) at
198-200.
30. S.Lebsock, The Free Women of Petersburg:Status andCulture in a Southern Town (New
York: Norton, 1984) at 130; W.H. Newell, "Inheritance on the Maturing Frontier: Butler
County, Ohio, 1803-1865" at 261-303 in S. Engerman & R. Gallman, eds., Long-Term Factors
in American Economic Growth (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986).
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Rather, the shift must be somehow larger or faster than otherwise would
have occurred as part of the long-term trend. Of course, the lack of clear
evidence about underlying trend makes it impossible to pursue the
analysis with the kind of precision that we would prefer. Fortunately, the
local sources are sufficiently rich to sustain a qualitative judgement even
in the absence of quantitative precision.
It is useful to consider the methodological issues in the context of
individual sources. One obvious place to look for evidence of changes in
property holding is the legal system. Unfortunately, as Girard and Veinott
remind us, most legal sources are generated in the event of a dispute or
conflict. Properties that are subject to conflict, and conflict that is
resolved in the courts, may be unrepresentative of the society from which
they are drawn. 3' The weight of the bias depends a great deal on the
particular question under investigation. The nature of the debate over
MWPL requires that we examine all properties, not just those which
attract attention because they are contested for some reason. Fortunately,
other sources which are commonly used in the analysis of wealth
distribution are available for this purpose.
Shammas examines the United States experience on the basis of
probated wills. The advantage of a will lies in its rich detail and a
reliability which has been tested by judicial process. On the other hand,
sample size is often small, in part because the collection of information
from wills, probated or not, is time-consuming. A particular problem for
Ontario is that many wills were not probated and many probates do not
mention real property before 1886, because of the practice of conveyance
using an unprobated will as the legal instrument.3 2 The more general
problem is that only a minority of people wrote wills, and those who did
were unrepresentative of the society at large. Because probate is triggered
by the death of a testator, the source over represents the elderly who held
33
property and have not yet passed it to surviving family members.
Adjustment for this bias requires information about the age, sex and
marital status of the decedents and of the general population. Determining
the age and marital status of decedents whose wills were in probate can
be time-consuming and is not always possible. It is even more difficult to

31. Girard & Veinott, supra note 3 at 6g & 90.
32. Prior to the Devolution ofEstates Act in 1886 lands could be devised directly to the legatee
by will. The will had the force of a deed and no executor was needed to administer the land.
Only after 1886 did real and personal property both go through probate. We are grateful to Livio
Di Matteo for pointing this out.
33. The strengths and weakness of Ontario wills for various research purposes are discussed
by B. Elliott, "Sources of Bias in Nineteenth-Century Ontario Wills" (1985) 18 Hist. socialeSocial Hist. 125.
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know the extent to which testators of specific age, sex and marital status
were representative of all people in that demographic category.
Another complication in the use of wills to measure the impact of
legislation relating to marriage, or any other event which occurs early in
life, is the long interval between the establishment of an inheritance
strategy and the appearance of the will as a public document. Because
MWPL was not retroactive in its effect, the impact on probates would not
have been visible until the deaths of those who entered marriage after the
law was created. For example, legislation introduced in 1850 would
affect the wills of those married in the 1850s and 1860s. However, many
of these wills would not be probated until the end of the century, by which
point pattern of property holding might have changed for a variety of
reasons largely unconnected with MWPL. Confidence in the causal
relationship would be strengthened if patterns of property holding are
seen to change more immediately after the introduction of MWPL.
It is tempting to consider a related legal source, the municipal register
of property transactions. In principle, it should be possible to trace
ownership at a point in time by following the chain of transactions. In
practice, however, this is surprisingly difficult, in part because transactions
were not always recorded in a timely fashion. Some properties passed
from hand to hand within a family with no change in registration until,
eventually, the registration was altered as the property left family hands.34
In other circumstances, land might be transferred from one person to
another for legal convenience with no change in effective control.
Further, the structure of the Ontario registry does not distinguish clearly
among different types of transactions without a time-consuming
examination of the original instruments. The identification of individual
properties itself is difficult because the registry is organized according to
the original lot survey; subsequent subdivisions often are difficult to
follow. Finally, the register contains little personal information about
owners that would assist in linking to the census.

34. D.H. Akenson, The Irish in Ontario: A Study in Rural History (Kingston: McGillQueen's University Press, 1984) at 53-6.
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A more widely used source is the municipal property assessment,
which various studies have used to document patterns of property holding
in Ontario and elsewhere.35 The assessment roll in Ontario distinguishes
the owner from the resident, the tenant and the taxpaying party although
the nature and quality of information varies by municipality. Most
assessment records provide age, sex, religion and occupation of the taxpayer. Less personal information is available about owners who were not
responsible for paying the taxes although in such cases the owner's name
was recorded separately.
One fundamental disadvantage of the assessment roll is its organization
around the properties on which tax was payable, rather than the population
itself. People appear on the assessment roll as a byproduct of the property
inventory. Typically, there is a significant difference between the taxassessed population and the census-enumerated population. Importantly,
in some communities the assessment seems to exclude most adult women
and perhaps a quarter of adult males (possibly including some household
heads). 6 The assessment record also tends to overlook a large part of
personal property and to undervalue real property. The distortions in
valuation varied by municipality and changed over time (partly because
the relevant legislation was evolving).37 Of course, any tax-related source
such as an assessment will reflect the outcome of a contest between

35. Burley, supra note 18; A.G. Darroch, "Occupational Structure, Assessed Wealth and
Homeowning During Toronto's Early Industrialization, 1861-1899" (1983) 16 Hist. socialeSocial Hist. 381, and "Early Industrialization and Inequality in Toronto, 1861-1899" (1983)
11 Labour(Le Travailleur. 31; M.J. Doucet, "Working Class Housing in a Small Nineteenth
Century Canadian City: Hamilton, Ontario 1852-1881" in G.S. Kealey & P. Warrian, eds.,
Essays in Working Class History (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1976) 83; M.J. Doucet &
J. Weaver, Housing the North American City, (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press,
1991); R. Harris, G. Levine & B.S. Osborne, "Housing Tenure and Social Classes in Kingston,
Ontario 1881-1901" (1981) 7 J. Hist. Geog. 271; M. Katz, The People of Hamilton, Canada
West: Family and Class in a Mid-Nineteenth-Century City (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1975).
36. Darroch, ibid., "Occupational Structure" at 386-8 and "Early Industrialization" at 41; G.
Darroch & L. Soltow, Propertyand Inequality in Victorian Ontario:StructuralPatternsand
CulturalCommunities in the 1871 Census (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994) at 72,
n. 11; P.A. Linteau, The Promoter'sCity: Building the IndustrialTown of Maisonneuve, 18831918 (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1985) at 111; Chambers, supra note 28 at 18. Second and third
workers in a household account for many of the missing people. However, even household
heads might not appear in the assessment roll if more than one family shared a household or
if the adult boarder was married. Katz, ibid. at table 3.7a provides evidence of census household
heads not found in the assessment record. It is worth remembering that the assessors had little
incentive to record transient families and those without taxable wealth.
37. The gap between assessed and market values is documented by L. Di Matteo, "Wealth
Holding in Wentworth County, Ontario, 1872-1892" (PhD Dissertation, McMaster University
1990) [unpublished] at 32. Burley, supra note 18 at c.4 adjusts the assessed values to reflect
the effect of changing legislation.
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individual strategies for tax evasion and the municipal capacity for
administrative integrity and control. Fortunately, because the visibility of
real property makes it hard to miss, the assessments provide a reasonable
documentation of the fact of property ownership even if the valuations are
less reliable.
One final source to be considered is the census, which in most
nineteenth-century contexts provides relatively comprehensive evidence
about the population. Some censuses during the last century also attempted
to enumerate wealth. Unfortunately, few enumerators received appropriate
training or had the time needed to investigate something as complicated
as wealth. For our purposes it is particularly unfortunate that Canadian
enumerators in 1871 were instructed to record property as belonging to
the head of family.38 Typically, men were considered to be heads of a
household. Most property held by family members who did not figure as
'head' presumably was either assigned to the head or was not recorded.
Evidence of a lower rate of ownership in the census than in the assessment
records confirms the incomplete nature of the former.39 Almost certainly
the undercount of property was more serious for women than for men.
In 1901, the Canadian census instructions had changed to specify that
property be recognized as belonging to anyone whether or not the
individual was a head.4 ° Nevertheless, it is difficult to believe all
enumerators tried, much less succeeded in distinguishing ownership by
individual family members. The enumerator's visit to each household
was brief. Both enumerator and householder would have regarded the
query about property as supplementary to the principal purpose of
enumerating population. The enumerator had no means of compelling
truthful answers to the question about ownership. In many cases the
person answering questions would not have known the precise ownership
status of the property. In fact, for a significant minority of households the

38. Canada, Dept. of Agriculture, "Manual Containing 'The Census Act' and the Instructions
to Officers Employed in the first Census of Canada (1871)" in SessionalPapers(1871) at 137.
39. Darroch & Soltow, supra note 36 at 72, n. 11. Admittedly, the evidence is unclear insofar
as an alternate explanation, the undercount of adults in the assessment rolls, is available. Of
course, the municipal assessment itself understates the holdings of local residents insofar as it
excludes property held in other communities. To complicate the picture even further, some
census enumerators in 1871 assigned property to non-head individuals in spite of instructions
to the contrary. As far as we know this practice was confined to a small number of census
divisions in Ontario and Quebec, and may not have been consistently followed even there.
40. Canada, Census, Enumerators'Manual, 1901, "Instructions for Schedule 2 (Property)":
"Usually the references will be to the person who is the head of the family, household or
institution but this may not always be the case. A son, daughter, boarder or other inmate may
be the owner or lessees of property as well as the head in the family." These instructions allow
the possibility of recognizing ownership by a married woman even though, perhaps significantly,
the wife is not identified explicitly.
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question would have been difficult to answer because of ambiguity
surrounding legal status of the property.
The census enumeration of ownership looks even more complicated if
viewed from the larger perspective of social relations. Residential property
was the single most important element in the financial affairs of most
families. To know the details of house ownership was to know a great deal
about family financial status. A significant proportion of families in a
class-conscious community would have regarded this information as
private and confidential. Self-employed people who were concerned with
their creditworthiness and people living in property subject to expectations
or claims by other family members would have been particularly sensitive
to this issue. Men living in property owned by wives or other family
members also may have been reticent to reveal the full detail of property
ownership, given the gendered nature of expectations and assumptions
relating to a household "head."
A comparison of the 1901 census with the assessment roll for Victoria
in British Columbia provides direct evidence of the frailty of census
evidence of ownership. Peter Baskerville reports that only one-third of
the married women known from the Victoria assessments to be owners
were identified as such in the census. The census and assessments for
Guelph in 1901 reveal a similar pattern. The census identifies 241 female
owners, all of whom were household heads. In contrast, 382 female
owners are recorded in the assessment roll. Of the latter, 167 women are
identified in the census as household heads who owned property. A
further 51 women owners (according to the assessments) were found in
the census and living in a property-owning household. However, none of
the latter group were household heads and none owned property (according
to the census). Ownership of the properties of these 51 women, according
to the census, attached to the head of the respective household.
The assessment roll documents approximately 50% more female
owners than does the census. Clearly, the bases for identifying ownership
in the two sources differed. Without further research it is not possible to
account for all of the discrepancy. Undoubtedly some of the assessment
owners lived outside of Guelph and therefore were recorded by the census
in some other jurisdiction. Nevertheless, a significant portion of the
missing assessment owners were living in Guelph, in property-owning
households, but the census attributes ownership of their property to their
head of household. Indeed, eleven of the twelve enumerators for the 1901
census in Guelph attributed ownership only to heads of household. The
twelfth enumerator did record some properties as being owned by
someone other than the head. However, census staff later altered these
records so as to reassign ownership to the household head. It is clear from
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these "corrections" that some census staff systematically edited enumerator
records to reduce ownership by non-heads. There was no need to
"correct" most census records because most enumerators did not entertain
the possibility of ownership by a non-head.
It is clear that the Canadian census (even in 1901) understates ownership
by non-heads and, therefore, by women. Ownership by male household
heads, on the other hand, must have been overstated. The uncertain nature
of information about property ownership within the household is
unfortunate for our purposes. We can recognize additional limitations of
the census. (i) We know the owners of only those properties that were
owner-occupied; there is no way to determine who owned the lots and
houses that were rented. (ii) There is no information about the location of
the properties except for the identification of the owner's residence. In
most cases, the residence would have been one of the properties, but
additional properties might be anywhere in Canada (and held by any
member of the family). (iii) Some minor inconsistencies with other
sources are puzzling. For example, at least one property with a female
owner is recorded in the assessment as owner-occupied and in the census
as rented (with owner unspecified). 4 These various considerations lead
us to conclude that assessment records and the legal record of property
transactions are likely to provide more complete, and for our purposes,
more useful information about property in Guelph.
III. The ChangingPattern of Property Holding by
Women and Men in Guelph
During the second half ofthe nineteenth-century Guelph was an agricultural
market town with a modest industrial and commercial presence. As is
evident in the census record there was a broad mix of industrial activities.
No single sector dominated although the male-dominated metal trades
loomed larger than female-intensive trades such as cloth and clothing.
The nature of commercial activity reflected the town's hinterland and the
railways that first reached Guelph in 1857. Very soon, the Great Western
Railway and Grand Trunk Railway systems linked Guelph to markets in
the west (London, Detroit), south (Hamilton, Buffalo), east (Toronto,
Montreal) and to an expanding agricultural hinterland in the north.
The new railways embedded Guelph in a network of small cities and
towns spread across the largely rural landscape of southern Ontario. No
single metropolis dominated the region as population expanded in a

41. The reverse is also seen. At least one woman was an owner according to the census but
was recorded in the assessment record as a tenant.
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relatively decentralized fashion during the closing decades of the century.
The expansion from 6900 to 10500 people in 1871-1891 was slower than
that of nearby Kitchener and Hamilton although faster than that of many
other Ontario towns. Moderate population growth might suggest a kind
of demographic stability, but a more detailed profile reveals that
considerable changes were experienced by the people of Guelph during
this period.
The data in table 1 confirm that Guelph women, both native-born and
immigrant, increasingly delayed their marriage or did not marry. The
effect on total fertility patterns of changing marriage practice was
reinforced by a strong change in fertility within marriage. The evidence
of table 2 suggests a rapid fertility decline between the late 1860s and the
late 1880s for married women of all ages. 43 An estimate of net migration
reported in table 3 implies that large numbers of locally-born young men
left Guelph during the 1870s and 1880s. Changing nuptiality, the decline
of fertility within marriage and a significant net emigration of young
adults contributed to an easing of pressure on the housing market and
helped to keep alive the hope of home ownership for many.
The available literature on property holding in Ontario during these
years suggests that land was the largest share of wealth held by many
Ontario families, especially in rural areas where it was "the lowest
common denominator of betterment, permanence and social standing.""
And yet, ownership was not universal. The 1871 Ontario census reveals
large differences in property holding across the province between urban
and rural households, and by age and sex of household head (table 4).
Households headed by married men between 45 and 60 years of age had
the highest rate of ownership.45 Ownership was less common among

42. A characteristic feature of the urban network in southern Ontario is that Toronto did not
dominate its region in a manner similar to that of most large American and European cities. See
J. Spelt, Urban Development in South-Central Ontario (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart,
1972).
43. Census evidence of declining fertility is necessarily indirect, because the census snapshot
at a point in time tells us nothing about mortality or migration since birth. Clearly, any
improvement in infant mortality would imply a stronger fertility reduction, while mortality
increases would undermine the argument. Nevertheless, the indicator cited in table 3 is likely
to correlate closely with actual experience.
44. L. Di Matteo & P. George, "Canadian Wealth Inequality in the Late Nineteenth Century:
A Study of Wentworth County, Ontario, 1872-1902" (1992) 73 Can. Hist. Rev. 453; D. Gagan,
Hopeful Travellers: Families, Land, and Social Change in Mid-Victorian Peel County,
CanadaWest (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981) at 99.
45. The diminution of ownership at advanced ages is masked in this table because the older
age classes were more heavily rural (especially for men: see Darroch & Soltow, supra note 36
at table A.5). Of course, confidence in the comparison of ownership across categories with
different propensities to be recognized as head of household is weakened by the considerations
identified above, in section II.
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female-headed households and in towns. The share of male-headed
three-quarters in rural
households owning their own homes was nearly
46
areas and less than one-half in urban areas.
Both probate and census sources for Ontario have suggested a lifecycle pattern in which property ownership increased with marriage and
age and diminished slightly at advanced ages. 47 The life-cycle itself may
have been changing as population growth made it more difficult for each
successive generation to acquire access to agricultural land. Many
children of farm families left home rather than remaining landless in a
rural township.48 The migration of rural landless to towns and cities
makes it all the more remarkable that Ontario cities managed to absorb
their share of the rural exodus with no serious deterioration in the equality
of urban wealth distribution. Assessment-based studies of the Ontario
municipalities of Hamilton, Kingston and Toronto and a probate-based
study of Wentworth County confirm that the propertied share of the
population did not diminish markedly if at all during the 1 70s and
1880s.49
There has been little discussion in this literature of the pattern of
ownership by sex."° We are particularly interested in the female-held
share of property before and after the crucial legislative changes during
1872-73 and 1884. For this purpose the most accessible source is the
record of property assessment undertaken annually for the purpose of
municipal taxation. In order to have confidence in the efficacy of legal
reform we would like to see evidence that (i) property holding shifted
during and after the period of legislative change and that (ii) the change
was not simply an extension of trends beginning in an earlier period.
The summary of Guelph assessment records in table 5 is broadly
consistent with the hypothesis that legal change precipitated a shift in
property ownership. The female-held share of property in Guelph changed

46. The urban-rural contrast is clear if we ignore variation by age and focus on all men (heads
and non-heads). About half of the adult males in rural areas and villages owned their own home,
in contrast to slightly more than a quarter in towns and slightly less than a quarter in cities; see
ibid., table 3.2.
47. Darroch, supra note 35, "Early Industrialization" and "Occupational Structure"; Darroch
& Soltow, supra note 36; Di Matteo & George, supra note 44; L. Di Matteo, "The Determinants
of Wealth and Asset Holding in Nineteenth-Century Canada: Evidence from Microdata"
(1997) 57 1. Econ. Hist. 907.
48. Gagan, supra note 44.
49. Darroch, supra note 35, "Occupational Structure" and "Early Industrialization"; Harris,
Levine & Osborne, supra note 35; Doucet, supra note 35; Di Matteo & George, supra note 44.
Several of these studies suggest that inequality increased during the 1890s.
50. A lack of attention to the patterns of ownership by sex is inevitable as long as the most
commonly used source is the census, since the census typically does not distinguish the intrahousehold distribution of assets.
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very little during the 1850s, 1860s and 1870s and then increased markedly
during the 1880s and 1890s. Interestingly, the female-held share seems
to stabilize or even diminish after 1900.
Another glimpse of the changing pattern of participation by women
comes from the transactions involving property in Guelph. We have
examined all transactions for a contiguous area of Guelph encompassing
95 lots in ten residential blocks that were first alienated during the
1830s.5 We report in table 6 two kinds of transactions, those that
transferred property and those that issued or assigned a mortgage. We do
not consider transactions in which the grantor/grantee is a church or
corporation. The count of transactions by women does not include
transactors that specified both a man and a woman. Husband and wife
account for most of these cases. To the extent that women participated in
these transactions in a meaningful manner, we have underestimated
female participation. Nevertheless, we focus on the female-only transactors
because in many cases the wife would have been asked to sign the legal
instrument in order to eliminate the possibility of her subsequent claim on
the basis of dower rights.
The instruments to transfer property show a constant 5%-7% female
share of grantors until the 1890s. Subsequent levels were much higher.
The female share of grantees (buyers) was generally larger than that of
grantors (sellers) in all periods. During the 1860s and 1870s 12%-17% of
buyers were women, but beginning in the 1880s the female share rose to
30% or more. The female share of sellers and the participation of women
in mortgage transactions increased in a parallel fashion although the
timing was slightly different. The pattern is somewhat obscured by the
small number of observations; between 50 and 70 transactions were
recorded in a typical five year interval. Nevertheless, to the extent that a
pattern is visible, the female share of property transactions was relatively
stable until the gains of the MWPL era. Indeed, both assessment and
transactions data suggest that the principal decades of property gain by
women were those of legislative change (the 1870s and 1880s) and
immediately thereafter (the 1890s).
Evidence of a different type arises from an examination of probated
wills. We have not collected evidence from wills of the property owners
in Guelph, in part because there do not appear to be a sufficient number
of wills to sustain meaningful analysis. However, we are fortunate to be
able to examine a well-known study of wills in nearby Wentworth

51. Individual lots were still being assigned in subsequent decades in part because of
subdivisions.
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County. In this study roughly 6% of all probates involving real property
originated with women in 1872.52 Two decades later the female share had
risen to 20%, reflecting an increase from 12% to 27% in the female share
of decedents and an increase from 33% to 59% in the share of female
decedents with real estate. Both measures diminished from 1892 to 1902.
The increasing trend during the 1870s and 1880s and stabilization
thereafter is broadly consistent with the evidence of the assessment
record and of property transactions in Guelph.
The final piece of evidence comes from the reports of local "building
operations" published in the Guelph Mercury between 1867 and 1897.51
The staff of the newspaper in many although not all years compiled
information about new construction, additions and improvements. In
most reports the owner of the property or building is identified. Possibly
the newspaper staff had a bias to record the more substantial building
projects, which in turn may have excluded a larger proportion of the
female-led building projects. Nevertheless, unless the bias changed over
time, a comparison of building reports before and after MWPL provides
another glimpse of the relative importance of women in the property
market. The 1867-1883 period includes 812 building operations of which
3% were organized by women. The female share rose to 9% among the
460 operations of the 1884-1897 period.
The newspaper reports of building operations are not sufficiently
complete to permit a more precise investigation of change in trend, but the
assessment records and property transactions both indicate that the
female share was roughly stable until the introduction of MWPL, after
which date an increase is visible. More importantly, the wills, assessment
records, both kinds of property transaction and the building operations
indicate that the female-held share of property increased significantly
during the MWPL era. The consistency among these very different
sources, each generated by different people with different objectives,
clearly supports the "optimistic" view that the legislative reform achieved
a modest redistribution of property to women.

52. L.D. Matteo & P. George, "Patterns and Determinants of Wealth Among Probated
Decedents in Wentworth County, Ontario, 1872-1902" (1998) 31 Hist. sociale-Social Hist. 1,
and supra note 44. This study is based on all probated wills 1872, 1882, 1892 and 1902 in
Wentworth County for which property can be identified in local assessment records and the
decedent located in the census conducted the previous year.
53. C. Constantine, "Guelph City Building Inventory, 1867-97" (a compilation of entries in
the Guelph Mercury, held in the City Planning Office, 1992). Another compilation of building
reports 1902-1911 is available, but it is not used here because it does not capture all of the
building reports published in the newspaper. The shift to a two-stage selection of building
operations (first by the newspaper staff and later by the compiler) creates a risk that the post1902 data are not directly comparable with those from earlier years.
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The representativeness of Guelph in a Canadian context can only be
considered through a comparison of patterns of property ownership in
other jurisdictions. Women in the city of Victoria (British Columbia)
experienced a higher level of ownership, according to Peter Baskerville
who argues that a high male/female ratio in the west favoured property
ownership by women.5 4 As in Guelph, the women of Victoria made
substantial gains during the period of property reform. Baskerville also
compares the experience of Victoria with that of Hamilton Ontario, and
finds that women in the eastern city had less access to property and gained
less from the reform." Unfortunately, Baskerville's comparative evidence
is weakened by the use of different sources in the two cities. The 1901
Victoria benchmark comes from the assessments, while the 1901 Hamilton
ownership data are taken from the census which understates ownership
by women (especially married women and other non-heads). Although
Baskerville's evidence may exaggerate the east-west contrast, there is no
reason to doubt his overall argument that western women held more
property and gained more from the reform than women in either Hamilton
6
or Guelph.1
It is possible as well to compare the experience of urban and rural
women in the vicinity of Guelph. Table 7 reports the female-held share
of property appearing on the assessment rolls of Eramosa and Puslinch,
two farming townships near Guelph. These data indicate clearly that rural
women were much less likely to hold property than their urban sisters. A
small upward drift in the female share during the 1870s and 1880s may
54. Similar arguments are explored in greater detail by E.B. Jones, "The Economics of
Woman Suffrage" (1991) 20 J. Legal Stud. 423.
55. Baskerville, supra note 23.
56. Another complication is that the Hamilton data for 1881 and 1891 show an increase in the
female share of assessed wealth (from 8% to 11%) but the estimate of per capita ownership by
women does not change. One explanation for the apparent conflict is that only women who
already held property were able to benefit from the property reform. No such effect is visible
in Victoria or in Guelph. No explanation has been advanced to explain why Hamilton might
be unique in this respect. An alternate explanation is that ownership by women in 1891
Hamilton is understated as a consequence of the estimation method. The Hamilton estimate for
1891 is based on a sample of the assessments that is not linked to the census and that requires
adjustment for multiple property ownership. Imprecision may originate with (i) the sampling,
(ii) the presumed rate of multiple property ownership and (iii) with any assessment owners who
were enumerated in another census district. For example, if the proportion of properties in the
hands of multiple property owners were overstated, per capita ownership in 1891 would be
understated and change during the 1880s would be underestimated. The data for Victoria,
Guelph and 1881 Hamilton are not based on a sample and are therefore not vulnerable to this
imprecision. Fortunately, none of these considerations affect the estimate of female-held share
of property. In fact, on this measure the Hamilton experience during the 1880s resembles that
of Guelph. Without further investigation we cannot determine whether a different trend in the
incidence of ownership reflects flawed evidence for Hamilton 1891 and 1901, or a significant
contrast in the ownership patterns of the two communities.
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reflect the effect of MWPL but the low level of ownership before and after
the legislation makes it impossible to characterize the rural experience as
one of significant social change. The male-to-male transmission of rural
wealth documented in other studies of nineteenth-century North America
appears to have continued more or less unaffected by the property reforms
of the 1870s and 1880s.57 There is little evidence that women in the rural
areas of eastern Canada were able to gain access to property in the same
manner as their urban sisters east and west.
Our examination of assessment records, property transactions and
probated wills yields important observations about the changing pattern
of property ownership by sex. The women of Guelph do not appear to
have experienced a trend increase in property holding before the MWPLera. During and after the period of legal change, however, women did
increase their share of property, at least for a time. There are some signs
that the female share of property stabilized after 1900, although further
investigation of the twentieth century is needed to assess the longer-run
experience. Recent studies of other Canadian cities (Victoria and, more
ambiguously, Hamilton) suggest a similar experience although rural
women living near Guelph clearly experienced a very different access to
property.
IV. Who Owned Propertyin Guelph and Why?
One possible explanation for the redistribution of property by sex arises
from the fertility decline that is documented above (table 2). Marvin
McInnis points out that a reduction in the number of large families and the
increasing relative importance of families with 1-3 children implies that
more families would have had either no boys or no girls.58 The former,
families with no boys, would have been unable to pass property to male
children. The consequence could have been a shift of property into female
hands simply because the incidence of daughter-only families increased.
Although it is likely that the population experienced a "McInnis
effect" along these lines, it is less certain the effect was strong enough to
have a noticeable impact. This possibility is examined in table 8, which
reports the proportion of families with boys only, girls only, boys and
girls and with no children. The tabulation is imperfect insofar as it does
not distinguish servants from children. Neither does it recognize children

57. The literature on inheritance patterns in rural North America is surveyed by G. Bouchard,
"Family Reproduction in New Rural Areas: Outline of a North American Model" (1994) 75
Can. Hist. Rev. 475. The most detailed studies of rural property transfers in nineteenth century
Ontario led Bruce Elliott to conclude that there was no significant change in bequests to wives
during the course of the century; see Elliott, supra note 29.
58. Personal communication, November 1999.
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who have left home or children not yet born to the family. For what it is
worth, however, this evidence reveals no discernible change in the
incidence of families with daughters and no sons. Accordingly, we
conclude that the demographic changes, as powerful as they were, by
themselves do not account for a net movement of property into female
hands.
Further analysis of the changing property patterns requires a more
detailed understanding of who owned property and why. The most
effective way to accomplish this is to combine the assessment evidence
of ownership with the census evidence of residence and personal
characteristics. The method is to obtain information about propertyowners from the municipal assessment records, and then link the owners
to the census enumeration. 19 The same strategy of census linkage might
be used with other sources such as the legal instruments that document
property transactions. The assessment roll is a more attractive source,
however, because inferring ownership is less complicated than with
transaction data and because linkage to the census is eased by demographic
characteristics in the assessment data that assist us in making the links.
The linked assessment and census data permit us to examine ownership
in relation to characteristics enumerated by the census (including marital
status) and to focus on patterns of ownership among all women and men
rather than among the assessed population alone. In using the assessment
roll, we focus on the fact rather than the value of property ownership in
order to avoid uncertainties arising from the valuation of property.
The census-assessment linkage is attempted for two years, 1871 and
1891, for which the assessment records appear to be complete.' We
begin with 3193 and 5195 properties in the assessment rolls of 1871 and
1891 (line a of table 9). These numbers reduce to 2033 and 4231
properties after setting aside non-resident owners, businesses, churches,
property held in estates, duplicate records and properties for which no
owner is reported (line c of table 9). The number of properties declines
further to 1792 and 3581 (line g) after allowing for properties which in
principle cannot be linked because only the surname (or surname and one
initial) is recorded (line d) and a reconstitution of properties which had
been divided purely for the purpose of recording assessments (line f). In

59. A similar linkage is reported by R.H. Steckel, "Census Manuscript Schedules Matched
with Property Tax Lists" (1994) 27 Hist. Methods 71.
60. The Guelph data specify residence tenure in all cases, unlike Toronto; see Darroch, supra
note 35, "Early Industrialization" at 41. However, the assessment roll in Guelph does not
provide personal information forone important class of owners. Very little personal information
is available for landlords whose taxes were paid by their tenants. The assessment roll in other
cities, for example nearby Hamilton, provides complete detail on all classes of owners.
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both years the assessment roll specifies a number of supposedly distinct
rental properties which occupy the same street address, share a common
owner and differ only by the name of the tenant. We have reconstituted
those records which appear to reflect a subdivision of a single property
into tenancy units.
The census linkage was accomplished in two stages, computer linkage
with manual checking and manual linkage with manual checking. A
match was made if only one census person had the same name as the
assessment person (allowing for spelling variation) and ages were
comparable (where age is available, again allowing for some variation in
age). If neither occupation nor religion (not reported in all cases) was
comparable, the linkage was disallowed even if name and age were
consistent. Many properties were owned by a person whose name
appeared more than once in the census. In the absence of corroboration
by age or religion these properties could not be linked, except where
family or geographic relationships reduced or eliminated ambiguity.'
Overall, we have identified in the census the owners of 85% of the 1871
properties and 79% of the 1891 properties (line i in table 9).
Although Guelph was smaller than other municipalities in Ontario that
have been studied, the patterns of property-ownership were broadly
similar to those of the entire province (as reported in table 4). The data in
tables 10 and 11 provide an overview of the incidence of ownership in
Guelph by age, sex and marital status for all residents 20 years or older.
The ratios understate slightly the rate of ownership because we exclude
property held by business and estates. Some of this property was owned
by local people or eventually would be owned by them.62 Failure to find
all owners in the census also leads to a small understatement of the
ownership rate, although there is no reason to think this effect is large or
63
biased by age, sex or marital status.

61. More complete details on the linkage process and criteria are available in S. Ingram,
Patternsof PropertyOwnershipby the Women of Guelph, 1871 vs 1891 (MA Research Paper,
University of Guelph 1997) [unpublished] at app. 1, 2 & 4.
62. Of course, the ownership rate is unaffected if the individuals already owned other
properties.
63. Some owners of urban property are known to have been enumerated in the rural areas
surrounding the town. It seems likely that many of the unlinked properties fall into this
category. Net emigration from this region during this period suggests that at any point in time
some owners will be non-resident for purposes of the census but not yet recognized as such in
the assessment roll. It is also possible that the enumerators simply overlooked some people who
in fact were present. Any of these possibilities would accommodate unlinked properties
without prejudicing the estimated rate of ownership.
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Not surprisingly, married men constituted the largest group of owners
in Guelph although, even for this group, less than one-half held property
in each year. Ownership increased with age for all groups. Ownership
among widows and widowers declined at advanced ages but not so
obviously among the married and singles. 64 The proportion of married
men who owned property increased slightly from the pre- to post-MWPL
era, but the gains were small and confined to the higher age classes.
Younger married men in 1891 were less likely to own property than the
younger men two decades earlier. Data from a later period would be
needed to determine if the cohort of men who married during the 1870s
6
and 1880s reached the same levels of ownership as had their fathers. 1
Women's experience in the property market was very different and
changed more dramatically. Women were less likely to hold property in
both years, but the number of female owners grew more rapidly, from 35
in 1871 to 195 in 1891. The female share of properties expanded in all
parts of the town, with widows achieving many of the gains. The
incidence of ownership among widows rose from 15% in 1871 to reach
28%, a level close to that of widowed men. Single women also closed the
gap with single men as the ownership among the former increased from
2% to 5%, while the rate for single men remained at 11% in both years.
A large difference between men and women who were married, the most
important category of owners, continued to exist but in a qualitative sense
this too was changing. Only one of the women recorded as owners in the
1871 assessment appears to have been married (based on linkage to the
census). Twenty years later 32 married women owned property in Guelph
(and others may have owned property elsewhere).
The married women who owned property in 1891 are reported in table
12. All ages, birthplaces and religions are represented. Their age
distribution suggests that about half must have entered marriage after the
legislation of 1872. The experience of younger wives is particularly
interesting because we can be confident that their marriages fell under the
authority of MWPL and because the incidence of ownership actually
decreased among younger married men. 66 One explanation for the latter

64. It seems possible that urban owners may have been less inclined than farm families to
transfer property to younger family members inter vivos. On the rural patterns see supra note
32. Of course, our stratification by marital patterns conceals some of the familiar life cycle
pattern.
65. Cohort analysis of assessments in nearby Hamilton reveals that by the end of their lives
those entering the housing market in the 1870s and 1880s fared better than those entering in
the 1850s and 1860s. See Doucet & Weaver, supra note 35 at 317.
66. Some of the older women also may have entered marriage after MWPL. It is worth noting
that the legislation removed one disadvantage of marriage for a propertied widow or single
woman.
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effect would be the decision of young wives to exercise their new legal
right to keep property in their own name.
Previous studies have shown that immigrants from Ireland to Ontario
were more likely than most groups to hold property according to evidence
collected at a single point in time (such as a census). 67 The Irish in Guelph
who were enumerated in the 1871 and 1891 censuses conformed to this
pattern. In 1891, for example, 32% percent of adult men and 6% of adult
women owned property. Among the Irish, however, the rates were 38%
and 8%.68 The Irish rate of ownership was higher for each marital status
for both men and women (excepting married women for whom sample
size was small). Of course, characteristics in addition to being Irish may
have contributed to the observed pattern. The Irish had distinct
demographic and personal characteristics which in themselves may have
influenced ownership quite apart from the direct effect of being Irish. A
multivariate logit model allows us to assess the separate influence of each
characteristic. In table 13 we report a series of logit estimations in which
we identify the separate effects on ownership of personal characteristics
such as age, religion, sex as well as birthplace. A single regression
spanning men and women ensures a large sample and provides a coefficient
estimate that captures the disadvantage of being female for a given
marital status, age, birthplace and religion. Birthplace is specified as
North American versus "foreign" born. The largest groups of foreign
born, the English, Scots and Irish, are examined separately in successive
specifications because the literature suggests the possibility of distinct
effects.
The logit regressions confirm that in spite of stratification by marital
status, the likelihood of owning property followed a familiar life-cycle
pattern of increasing with age but at a diminishing rate. Men and women
following the Roman Catholic faith and those born in Ireland had a lower
67. Darroch & Soltow, supra note 36 at 55-6; Doucet, supranote 35 at 90; Katz, supra note
35 at table 2.11; L.D. Matteo, "The Wealth of the Irish in Nineteenth-Century Ontario" (1996)
20 Soc. Sci. Hist. 209. Katz notes that Irish Catholics had a higher rate of ownership than
Protestants for most occupations. Di Matteo finds a higher rate of ownership but a smaller
average wealth among the Irish in a simple tabulation.
68. Iish-Catholics achieved the highest rate of ownership as early as 1861; see Chambers,
supra note 28 at 116.
69. Di Matteo's Ontario-wide sample of wills probated in 1892 reveals that the Irish-bom
accumulated wealth more slowly than the rest of the population especially among those over
the age of 50; see Di Matteo, supra note 67. Four samples of probated wills 1872-1902 in
Wentworth County show a negative correlation between wealth and Irish birth; see "Patterns
and Determinants", supra note 52. Darroch and Soltow's examination of the 1871 census
appears to show a positive correlation between property and the Irish, although the sample is
dominated by rural households. The details of regression specification and results are not
reported, but the Irish do not appear to be exceptional one way or another among urban
households; see Darroch & Soltow, supra note 36 at c.3, esp. 77.
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probability of owning property, other things being equal. Between 1872
and 1892 the disadvantage of being Irish diminished for married men and
women but it increased for singles and the widowed. The negative effect
69
of Irish birth is consistent with other recent studies of wealth in Ontario.
Paradoxically, the proportion of Irish owning property at a single point in
time was higher than for other groups, even though Irish birth in itself had
a negative effect. The principal explanation for the apparent conflict is
that ownership increased with age and the Irish were older on average
than other residents of Guelph.7 °
The Catholic population of Guelph was disproportionately Irish and
the Irish were more heavily Catholic than other nativities. The correlation
between religion and nativity prompts us to undertake another regression
that recognizes Irish Catholics as a distinct group. The estimated coefficient
reported in the final line of table 13 is positive and in most panels
statistically significant. In other words, being Irish Catholic typically
increased the likelihood of ownership. A parallel estimation (not reported)
indicates that ownership by the Irish Protestant subgroup does not differ
in a statistically significant manner from the rest of the population (except
for those married in 1871 who show a positive effect). The contrasting
experience of Protestant and Catholic Irish leads to a re-estimation of the
first equation in each panel of table 13 (distinguishing religion and the
foreign-born) after removing the Irish from the data set. The results are
not reported because the one change can be summarized rather simply:
the disadvantage of being Catholic disappears. Among the non-Irish,
therefore, the Catholics were no less likely to own property.
Further investigation of the relationship among age, nativity and
religion is an obvious topic for further research. Fortunately for our
immediate purpose, the patterns by sex are clear and insensitive to
alternate specifications. Within the logit framework, being female

70. The difference in average age between Irish and non-Irish was 5.4 and 5.5 years for the
married and widowed in 1871. Twenty years later the Irish married and widowed were still 1.6
and 2 years older. A similar contrast between cross-tabular and regression-based evidence
appears in the American literature. Thernstrom identifies high rates of ownership among the
Irish in his Newburyport Mass. Study; see S. Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress: Social
Mobility in a Nineteenth Century City (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964) at 156-7.
Multivariate analysis, however, presents a different image; see J. Ferrie, "The Wealth
Accumulation of Antebellum European Immigrants to the U.S., 1840-1860" (1994) 54 J. Econ.
Hist. 1; and S. Herscovici, "The Distribution of Wealth in Nineteenth Century Boston:
Inequality among Natives and Immigrants, 1860" (1993) 30 Explorations Econ. Hist. 321 at
329.
71. We make this statement in a tentative manner because separate estimations for 1871 and
1891 make it difficult to test formally the hypothesis of a change in the effect of being female.
Nonetheless, the change in size of the coefficients is substantial, and would seem to justify our
interpretation.
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significantly reduced the probability of owning property for each marital
status. With all specifications the effect seems to be smaller for widows
than for singles, smaller for singles than for the married, and smaller in
1891 than in 1871 for each marital status. 71 The reduction in estimated coefficients and in the confidence level (for widows only) confirms that the
expansion of female ownership evident in tables 10 and 11 was not an
indirect effect of a changing pattern of other characteristics. The evidence
of the logit estimation is that the gap between male and female experience
in the property markets was substantial but that it closed somewhat during
the 1870s and 1880s.
Our evidence says little about the way in which women used their
property, although the second panel of table 6 (above) confirms that
women as well as men used property as security for borrowing and as a
source of wealth available for lending to others. Whether or not the
patterns of borrowing and lending differed by sex remains a useful topic
for further research. The linked census and assessment data also indicate
that married women property owners were especially likely to engage in
property management. Tenants lived in roughly half of the properties of
married women, in contrast to one-third of the properties owned by
widows and widowers and only one-fifth of the properties held by
married men (table 14). The propensity of women, especially married
women, to rent out their properties may not be surprising given that
renting and boarding were complementary activities. The many women
who took boarders into their own household acquired valuable business
experience which may have eased a subsequent transition to property
ownership and management. The act of renting also may have helped a
woman to establish that her property was not being intermingled with that
of the family. 72 Another explanation might be that women were less
likely to hold their assets in other kinds of investments because their
footing in the commercial credit and capital markets was less secure.
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the ownership changes
documented above is the extent to which single women and widows were
able to increase their holdings. MWPL made it easier for married women
to hold property in their own name, and yet many of the gains were made
by women who had not married or had lost their husbands. We interpret
this discovery as corroboration of Shammas' suggestion that men would
be more likely to leave property to wives and daughters who had the legal
position to retain control of it in the event of (re)marriage. 73 Further

72.
73.

We are grateful to Margaret McCallum for this suggestion.
Shammas, supra note 4.
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evidence is available from a sample of probates collected in Wentworth
County, situated immediately to the south of Guelph and governed by the
same legislation.74
The evidence arises from the most careful study of Ontario wills during
this period. The Wentworth county wills indicate that 53% of testate
individuals with daughters who died in 1872 transmitted their property in
a non-discriminatory pattern. By this we mean that they willed equally
among sons and daughters or favoured daughters. Twenty years later,
following the introduction of MWPL, the proportion favouring daughters
or treating them equally had risen to 66%. The study of adjacent
Wellington County cited above also reports an increase from 1858-60 to
1890 in the proportion of wills treating daughters equally or better than
sons, and an increase in the proportion of wills transmitting at least some
75
land to a daughter.
Legacies to the Wentworth widows changed in a parallel fashion, as
reported in table 15. The pattern of bequests from 1872 to 1892 shows an
increase in the share of widows who inherited all or part of the estate. The
practice of leaving assets to children for maintenance of the widow
diminished. Wives who did not inherit directly increasingly received a
life interest over all of the estate (rather than a portion thereof or becoming
dependent on children). The net result of these changes was an increase
in the share of wills giving to the wife more than she would have received
if her husband had died intestate (i.e., more than the use of one-third of
his real property for life). The Wellington County study, although less
detailed, shows a strong increase in the proportion of wills that do not
mention the wife, and a small decrease in the proportion of wills
bequeathing some land to her.
Overall, the changing pattern of inheritance as documented in the wills
reflects an increasing recognition of and respect for the independent legal
status of women. Admittedly, sample size is small for both counties.
Nevertheless, the Wentworth and Wellington data agree that there was a
trend toward the more generous treatment of daughters. The evidence
about wives is more ambiguous. This is consistent with the suggestion
that MWPL made it easier for women of all kinds to defend an independent
legal position. The changes also support the more specific hypothesis that
MWPL made it easier for men to leave property to their wives and

74. We are grateful to Livio Di Matteo for sharing his unpublished tabulations of the
Wentworth probate data.
75. Cohen, supra note 29 at 159-162.
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especially to their daughters because marriage or remarriage no longer
brought more or less automatically a loss of control over the property.
V. The Importance of Married Women's PropertyLegislation
The evidence reported above strongly suggests that MWPL made a
significant contribution to the increase in female ownership in Guelph.
Nevertheless, there is no reason to ignore other contributing factors. The
law was not the only source of change, and in some respects legal change
itself was a consequence as well as a cause. Public debate over women's
property and suffrage in other countries, for example, undoubtedly
contributed to the reform impulse in Ontario and raised interest among
women in the possibility of acquiring property. Admittedly, it is difficult
to distinguish between the influence of external events on Ontario and the
parallel growth of an autonomous sentiment for change in a number of
jurisdictions including Ontario. Indeed, there is no easy way to develop
evidence in favour of or against the view that legal reform and patterns
of property holding were independent consequences of a much broader
cultural transformation.7 6
It is possible, however, to identify particular economic and demographic
trends which facilitated the movement of women into the ranks of
property holders. Geddes and Lueck argue that the rising importance of
77
human capital created incentives for greater autonomy by women.
More prosaically, an expansion in the number of properties in the town
78
(table 9) was helpful to both men and women aspiring to own property.
A rising age of marriage implied that fewer families sought to acquire the
available properties. An aging population and differential mortality
expanded the number of propertied widows.. A generalized growth of
incomes in the province also may have made it easier for individuals to
acquire property (although this effect depends on the price of urban
property which has not yet been studied anywhere in Ontario).
Another effect of increased income may have been the growth of
demand for services and manufactured goods whose provision gave
employment to women. The more women worked outside the home, it
might be argued, the more likely they were to acquire resources needed
for property ownership. Indeed, if women were becoming more active in
business, then they would have needed more property for business
purposes alone. Occupational evidence summarized in table 16 suggests
76. Supra note 6.
77. Geddes & Lueck, supra note 27.
78. The number of properties increased at roughly the same rate as the population, but not as
fast as the adult population. Adults per assessed property increased from 1.25 in 1871 to 1.40
in 1891 and it would have risen further without an expansion of properties (table 1).
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that working outside the home became more common for the women of
Guelph. Between 1871 and 1891, the proportion of married and widowed
men reporting occupations declined slightly, in contrast to married and
widowed women who increased their rate of occupational engagement.
Occupations also increased for single women and, to a lesser extent, for
single men.
Admittedly, the imprecision of occupational enumeration for women,
especially married women and especially in 1871, undermines the value
of this evidence. Waged work, piece-rate and self-employment
undoubtedly were more important for the women of Guelph than
occupational data would indicate. Because the degree of understatement
is unknown and probably substantial in both 1871 and in 1891, we do not
know if the trend in reported occupations parallels the change in women's
work experience. In fact, improvements in the quality of occupational
enumeration probably account for at least some of the change.7 9 In any
event, the link between reporting an occupation and owning property is
weak for married women, since only three of the 32 married women
owning property in 1891 declared an occupation (Table 12).
Even if there was no change in the share of women earning income
through self-employment or work outside the home, changes in the
business environment encouraged both MWPL and property ownership
by women. The capital requirements of many kinds of business were
increasing. Equally important, the diffusion and ongoing improvement of
railway transportation and telegraph communication widened the markets
in which local businesses participated.8" Increasingly, a Guelph business
would sell to customers in other cities and acquire some portion of
materials from suppliers located elsewhere. Full participation in the
widening markets required the extension and receipt of trade credit over
longer andlonger distances."1 Consequently, merchants and manufacturers
increasingly entered into contracts in which the participants had no
79. Some improvement may be inferred from more extensive instructions for the enumeration
of occupations in the 1891 Enumerator's Manual and a more elaborate tabulation of occupations
including, for the first time in 1891, a separate count of women and men.
80. K. Cruikshank, "The Transportation Revolution and Its Consequences: The Railway
Freight Rate Controversy of the Late Nineteenth Century" (1987) Hist. Papers 112; I.
Drummond, ProgressWithout Planning:The Economic Historyof OntariofromConfederation
to the Second World War (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987); B. Forster, "Finding
the Right Size: Markets and Competition in Mid- and Late Nineteenth-Century Ontario" in R.
Hall, W. Westfall & L.S. MacDowell, eds., Patternsof the Past:InterpretingOntario'sHistory
(Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1988) 150; P. Goheen, "The Changing Bias of Inter-urban
Communication in Nineteenth-Century Canada" (1990) 16 J. Hist. Geog. 177; K. Inwood,
"Transportation, Tariffs and the Canadian Iron Industry, 1867-1897" (D. Econ. Discussion
Paper, University of Guelph 1989) [unpublished] at 3.
81. G. Porter & H. Livesay, Merchants and Manufacturers: Studies in the Changing
Structure of Nineteenth Century Marketing (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1971).
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personal knowledge of people and companies at the other end of the
transaction.
In this environment property became an important anchor to the creditworthiness of businesswomen and businessmen. If women were going to
remain active in business, then it was important that they have property
and that the rights of ownership be relatively transparent. The legislation
of 1884 was needed, among other reasons, to clarify the terms on which
a woman's property was liable for debts, and thereby reduce commercial
uncertainty. 82 MWPL clearly encouraged property holding by women,
even though much of the pressure for legislative change reflects the fact
that women already were active in business.
Recognition that the legislation was both a consequence as well as a
cause of business activity by women does not take away from the
importance of married women's property reform. As best we can tell, the
female-held share of property stagnated during the 1860s and then
increased significantly during the 1870s, 1880s and 1990s. The number
of women holding property increased absolutely, relative to the female
population and relative to the number of male property holders. Married
women for the first time began to hold property in discernible numbers.
The legislation of 1872-73 and 1884 contributed directly and indirectly
to these changes.
Admittedly, reform pessimists can find support in the large majority of
women who remained propertyless in 1891 (94% of women over the age
of 20). Many men also lacked property, but the proportion was much
smaller (68%). The limited spread of property holding, a possible
cessation of change after 1900 and the persistence of a significant
disparity between women and men, especially within marriage, mark the
limits of the legislation. It should also be recognized that the sources
examined in this paper do not permit any assessment of the nature of
control exercised by women over the property whose taxes they paid.
Those who are pessimistic about the impact of the legislation might also
emphasize that the legislation's effect varied according to particular
characteristics of different environments. Women in Guelph gained a
great deal, those in Victoria gained even more. Of course, experiences
elsewhere may have been different again. Rural women in eastern
Canada, for example, appear to have increased their holdings very little

82. Chambers, supra note 8 at c.6 & 9; supra note 6 at 361. The 1884 legislation could not
eliminate the potential for confusion and fraud because of the fundamental difficulty of
reconciling separate property with common-law conceptions of marriage. Nevertheless, the
reform did clarify considerably the terms on which fraud would be litigated.
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if at all. This fact is of some significance given the fundamentally rural
nature of Canadian society.
Those who are more optimistic would emphasize that the distribution
of wealth in any society typically changes very little from one decade to
the next. Abrupt changes are rare. In the larger context of property
redistributions, the growth of female-held property in Guelph during the
late nineteenth century is remarkable.
Indeed, it can be argued that MWPL was important in ways that go
beyond the experiences of particular women documented here. The
legislation clearly marked a fundamental change in the legal status of
women, with implications for the nature of marriage itself. Before 1884
property brought to a marriage was more or less automatically taken away
from a woman. MWPL gave women and men a choice that had not been
available previously, and thereby altered the terms of negotiation between
husband and wife.
Of course, not all women chose to maintain their property independent
of the family enterprise, but enough of them did so to confirm that the
option was becoming more acceptable. MWPL helped to legitimize the
idea of property ownership by married women and to persuade both
women and men of its respectability.83 Moreover, the legislation created
a legal framework which would be available to future generations of
women. In the longer term, as property became more accessible, married
women would be able to share in the broadening of ownership because of
changes that had been introduced in the 1870s and 1880s. 84
It is worth noting that the gender distribution of property in Guelph was
rather different from that of the United States in the early 1890s.
Shammas shows that by the end of the century women accounted for onethird of American probates.85 In contrast, women held slightly less than
one-fifth of property in Ontario. 86 At this stage, it is impossible to
determine fully if the contrast reflects a fundamental difference between
Ontario and the United States, the shorter time since the introduction of
MWPL in Ontario or the difference between assessment and probate
83. Unfortunately, we have no way to determine if the married women who held separate
property constituted a minority or a majority of the women who would have acquired property
if they had been in a position to do so.
84. The pattern of home ownership in nearby Hamilton shows a substantial increase in the
twentieth century although the pattern varied by occupational grouping. Labourers of all sorts
changed little between the 1870s and the 1950s, at which point there was a significant increase.
White collar workers experienced a long slow rise to a peak in the 1960s. Home ownership
among professional workers and proprietors rose until 1920s, declined in the interwar period
and then increased again after the war. See Doucet & Weaver, supra note 35 at 329.
85. Shammas, supra note 4.
86. The Guelph assessments, the Wentworth probates and the Hamilton assessed values all
converge on a female proportion of one-fifth for the 1891/92 benchmark.
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indicators of ownership. Nevertheless, it seems likely that the time since
reform accounts for at least part of the difference, if only because the new
inheritance pattern would not affect many properties until the death of
their male owners. The cumulative or long-term impact, therefore, would
be stronger than that visible in 189 1, only seven years after MWPL. The
various bits of evidence available in a longer time series suggest that
women continued to increase their share of property during the 1890s,
although evidence for the continuation of the trend after 1900 is slim.
More research on the experience of the early twentieth century is needed.
Another high priority for further research is the investigation of
changing inheritance patterns. It will not be easy to confirm the hypothesis
of an induced change in inheritance practice in part because wills do not
suffice to document the patterns of inheritance. The basic problem, as
Bouchard reminds us, is that property was transferred between the
generations using a wide variety of legal instruments at different points
in the life cycle (and some families did not even use legal instruments). 7
A recent study of Ontario wills confirms the seriousness of the problem
identified by Bouchard. Elliott's examination of Irish migrant families in
the Ottawa Valley shows that only 20% of the sons inherited land in a will,
while another 30% received land in another fashion which did not appear
in a will.88 An unknown proportion of the remaining sons received some
other assistance. It would appear that at most one-third of the
intergenerational transfers used a will. The dilemma is implicit as well in
Cohen's finding that a declining proportion of wills made allocations to
women, even though arising proportion of women made wills.89 How did
women acquire the property which they were willing to others? The only
way to reconcile the two trends is to recognize that some women
purchased land without benefit of an inheritance, or that they received
land through an intra-family transfer that is not identified in the wills, or
both. Presumably both occurred, although in unknown proportions.
The relative importance of the various modes of property acquisition
by women is an important although difficult topic for further research. It
is almost impossible to recognize an intra-family transfer that is
accomplished using a conventional sale instrument without having an
intensive micro-level knowledge of the family, its property and the legal
instruments. Clearly, this kind of study is best conducted on a small scale.
Close examination of a small number of families will be needed as well
to identify more clearly than has been possible in this paper the meaning
of "ownership" for individual women and men.
87.
88.
89.

Bouchard, supra note 57 at 489.
Elliott, supra note 29 at 231.
Cohen, supra note 29 at 159-162.
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The rural-urban contrast also invites further research. Was the contrast
between Guelph and its countryside experienced elsewhere or did some
rural women, perhaps in areas of more recent settlement, benefit more
clearly from property reform? More generally, additional case studies of
property patterns in jurisdictions with different legal, demographic and
economic traditions will advance comparative analysis of the kind
pioneered by Shammas and Baskerville. Examination of the property
trends during the twentieth century are especially useful because they
would situate the MWPL era in a longer term context and identify more
clearly the long term impact of the legislation. These and other lines of
enquiry will advance our understanding of the effect of late nineteenthcentury legislation permitting married women to hold property in their
own name for the first time.
Table 1: The Married Share of Women, Guelph 1871 and 1891
age
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39

Ontario-born
1871
1891
.04
.02
.32
.22
.60
.50
.87
.71
.86
.79

all other women
1871
1891
.01
.01
.25
.24
.58
.48
.79
.70
.96
.78

Source: Census, Guelph, 1871 and 1891
Table 2: Number of Children Less Than Five years in Families with One
and Only One Married Woman Aged 20-39
age

Ontario-born mothers
1871
1891

all other mothers
1871
1891

20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
all
n

.76
1.34
1.13
1.32
1.18
173

1.11
1.39
1.15
1.11
1.22
263

.88*
1.19
.71
.92
.97
69

Source: Census, Guelph, 1871 and 1891
* fewer than 25 observations

.63
.90
.91
.93
.88
373
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Table 3: Net Migration from Guelph 1871-91, by Cohort

born 1836-45
born 1846-55
born 1856-65

Ontario-born
men women
-.20 +.05
-.01 -.08
+.25 +.01

foreign-born
men women
-.02 +.11
-.04 -.08
-.28 -.02

men
-.08
-.04
+.17

all
women
+.08
-.08
-.02

Source: Census, Guelph, 1871 and 1891
note: The rate of net migration is estimated as the difference for each age-sexnativity class between population in 1891 and that which would be anticipated
(ifthe 1871 population foreach age class remained in Guelph and experienced
a risk of mortality as documented by Bourbeau et LUgar6, 1982).
Table 4: Share of Household Heads Owning A House, Ontario 1871
age of head
20-29 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50-59 years
60-69 years
70+ years
all years
urban only
rural only

female head

male head

.24
.48
.63
.64
.58
.63
.57
.39
.60

.46
.61
.73
.75
.85
.74
.67
.44
.72

Source: G. Darroch & L. Soltow, Property and Inequality in Victorian
Ontario: Structural Patterns and Cultural Communities in the 1871
Census (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994). These data describe
a sample of 4119 household heads from the 1871 census. The rural and
urban figures were adjusted to match the age structure of the sample with
provincial age structure.
Table 5: Distribution of Property by Sex, Guelph 1852-1911
1852
1861
1871
1881
1891
1901
1911

female-held share of properties
.07
.06
.07
.10
.17
.19
.15

Source: Guelph, Assessment Records.
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Table 6: Female Participation in Property Markets as Recorded in the
Register of Property Transactions in Guelph, 1866-1910
Instruments To Transfer Property
Woman as:
Grantor
1866-1870
0.07
1871-1875
0.06
1876-1880
0.06
1881-1885
0.05
1886-1890
0.05
1891-1895
0.17
1896-1900
0.17
1901-1905
0.12
1906-1910
0.21

Grantee
0.15
0.12
0.17
0.32
0.35
0.15
0.38
0.46
0.40

N
33
110
66
60
52
54
53
69
75

Instruments To Issue or Assign a Mortgage
Woman as:
Grantor
Grantee
1866-1870
0.00
0.06
1871-1875
0.04
0.07
1876-1880
0.05
0.22
1881-1885
0.08
0.24
1886-1890
0.13
0.16
1891-1895
0.15
0.27
1896-1900
0.09
0.27
1901-1905
0.22
0.41
1906-1910
0.10
0.39

N
32
83
104
89
70
55
44
58
49

Source: Guelph, Canada Company, Abstract of Property Transactions
1866-1910.
Table 7: Female-Held Share of Rural Property, 1851-1901
Puslinch Tsp
1851
1856
1861
1866
1871
1876
1881
1886
1891
1896
1901

.05
.06
.06
.07
.08
.08

Eramosa Tsp
.03
.02
.04
.02
.04
.05
.06
.07
na
na
.08

source: Property Assessments, Eramosa and Puslinch Townships
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Table 8: Indicators of Family Structure, Guelph, 1871 and 1891
families with no children
families with boys only
families with girls only
families with boys and girls
number of families

1871
.25
.16
.16
.44
1246

1891
.35
.14
.16
.34
1519

source: Census, Guelph, 1871 and 1891
note: children are those younger than 16 years
Table 9: Overview of Guelph Assessment Records Used in this Study
1871

1891

a. all properties
3193
b. properties set aside
1160
non-resident owner
337
business or church
117
estates
100
no owner reported
606
duplicate
c. all properties remaining
2033
d. unlinkable (surname only)
18
e. all properties remaining
2015
f. reconstitution of rental
223
properties with common address
and common owner
g. number of properties remaining
1792
h. linked to census
1531
i. rate of census linkage (g/h)
.85

5195
964
184
94
103
322
261
4231
264
3967
386
3581
2820
.79

Source: Census and Assessment Records, Guelph, 1871 and 1891 (see
text).
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Table 10: Share of Adults Owning A House, Guelph 1871
Women
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60ALL
Men
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60ALL

Married

Single

Widowed

All

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.03
0.19
0.00
0.07
0.02

0.14*
0.12
0.06
0.21
0.17
0.15

0.00
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.09
0.02

0.14
0.32
0.42

0.09
0.17
0.11
0.18*
0.27*
0.11

1.00*

0.11
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.48
0.29

0.55

0.53
0.37

0.45*

0.17*
0.33*
0.33
0.35

Source: Linked census and assessment data for people aged 20 or greater
recorded by the 1871 census as living in Guelph. Owners are those recorded
as such in the 1871 municipal assessment record. There are 20 or more
people in the denominator of each cell except for those asterisked (*).
Table 11: Share of Adults Owning A House, Guelph 1891
Women
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60ALL

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02

0.02
0.06
0.16
0.23
0.24
0.05

0.09*
0.23
0.24
0.34
0.29
0.28

0.01
0.03
0.07
0.12
0.17
0.06

Men
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60ALL

0.11
0.30
0.47
0.54
0.60
0.40

0.07
0.14
0.30
0.32
0.33*
0.11

0.00*
0.50*
0.28*
0.52
0.35
0.38

0.08
0.28
0.44
0.52
0.53
0.32

Source: Linked census and assessment data for people aged 20 or greater
recorded by the 1891 census as living in Guelph. Owners are those recorded
as such in the 1891 municipal assessment record. There are 20 or more
people in the denominator of each cell except for those asterisked (*).
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Table 12: Married Women Owning Property in Guelph, 1891

name

age rel

birth props

Jane Whiteside
Helen Walker
Edith Kennedy
Mary Bell
Elizabeth Dodds
Theresa Shaw
Hannah Matthews
Matilda Chamberlin
Catherine McConkey
Susan Anderson
Sarah Fenwick
Lydia Carter
Margaret Wilson
Hannah Ballantyne
Susanna Inglehart
Catharine Beck
Augusta Rowen
Janet McCrae
Harriet Brooking
Mary Ann Carroll
Bessie Skinner
Rosanna Waite
Sarah Day
Mary Jane Kelly
Louisa Clarke
Anna Mills
Mary Tovell
Maria Bourne
Agnes Hodson
Mary Hazelton
Sarah Warner
Sarah Evans

24
24
27
29
30
32
33
35
37
37
38
39
39
40
40
40
43
44
48
48
50
50
52
53
56
58
59
60
62
63
64
76

Eng
Ont
US
Ont
US
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Ont
Germ
Ont
Scot
Eng
Ont
Scot
Ont
Ont
Irel
US
Ont
Eng
Eng
Scot
Ont
US
Eng

CE
CE
Pres
CE
Pres
CE
Meth
CE
CE
Pres
CE
CE
RC
Pres
Meth
Pres
Meth
Pres
Cong
RC
Cong
RC
Meth
Meth
Meth
CE
Cong
Cong
Pres
RC
Meth
Meth

3
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
14
1
1
3
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
2
1
3
4
1
4
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

occupation
tenants
3
0
0
1
0
0
2
3
0
1 fancy dry goods
2
0
1
0
0
5
1
1
1
0
2
1
retired
5
1
18
0
2
0
servant
1
0
2
0

Notes: This table describes women recorded in the 1891
Municipal assessment as being a property owner and in
the 1891 census as being married.
rel - religion
birth - birthplace

props - number of properties owned by the individual
tenants - number of tenants of the property owner
occupation - as recorded in census
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Notes to Table 13:
The source is linked census and assessment data for adults in Guelph,
1871 and 1891. Each Line of the table reports the estimated co-efficients
from a logit regression on property ownership using the explanatory
influences identified on the relevant line. A positive (+)
sign indicates a characteristic that is positively associated with ownership.
age is years in excess of 19
sex is 1 if female, 0 if male
foreign is born outside of North America
Irish is born in Ireland, Scots is born in Scotland, English is born
in England, Wales or Jersey
significantly different from zero at 1% confidence interval
2 significantly different from zero at 5% confidence interval
3 significantly different from zero at 10% confidence interval
Table 14: Share of Properties with Tenants, by Type
Women
Men
S M W
S
M
1871
.40 na .28
.23 .20
1891
.24 .48 .34
.22 .19

of Owner
W
.26
.32

Source: Linked census and assessment data, 1871 and 1891
Table 15: Patterns of Inheritance by Married Men with Wills to Their
Widows in Wentworth County, 1872-92
Bequests to Wife
wife inherits all
wife inherits part
children inherit most and son
supports mother
wife inherits usufruct for life
on whole of estate
wife receives usufruct on
portion of estate
other

1872

1882

1892

.37
.11
.21

.37
.17
.17

.44
.17
.02

.05

.17

.20

.21

.03

.02

.05

.07

.16
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table 15 continued
Generosity to Wife
more than intestacy
same as intestacy
less than intestacy
indeterminate
number of wills

.48
.05
.47
0
19

.55
.07
.34
.03
30

.61
.06
.25
.08
65

Source: Livio Di Matteo collected the probated wills from Wentworth
County and made these tabulations. These data are discussed and analyzed
in L. Di Matteo & P. George, "Canadian Wealth Inequality in the Late
Nineteenth Century: A Study of Wentworth County, Ontario, 18721902" (1992) 73 Can. Hist. Rev. 453.
Table 16: Share of Adults Aged 15-70 With Occupations, Guelph

1871
1891

S
.35
.54

Women
M W
.01 .20
.05 .29

Source: Census, Guelph, 1871 and 1891

S
.77
.88

Men
W
M
.98 .9-3
.97 .89

